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1 | Welcome
2019 has been a busy year that has continued a lot of the established initiatives and
collaborations, but also introduced new ones. In the beginning of the year we presented
a new initiative for long term collaborations with artists and researchers outside the
Faculty of Fine and Performing Arts, as a supplement to the flux of shorter residencies at
IAC. 19 artists and researchers worked through this programme last year. Another new
initiative is our weekly breakfast gatherings with the artists and researchers working at
IAC, plus occasionally invited guests and partners. Most gatherings also include an artist
presentation from one of the ongoing residencies, and overall the gatherings have been
highly appreciated by our guests as network building and introduction to the local art
scene.
An overview of all the different projects and residencies realised in 2019 shows a few
interesting changes and tendencies. IAC received an increasing amount of applications
from dancers and choreographers, which we welcome. We also received more
international applicants among our Open Calls than before. And we have worked with an
increasing amount of female artists and researchers, so the gender balance has changed
and continue to do so into 2020. Finally, it is also clear that IAC despite the loss of two
larger spaces on the 3rd floor in 2018 has hosted its so far highest amount of public
events and external artists and researchers in 2019. This success or accumulation of
activities led us to do an evaluation of our public programme and application profiles
and deadlines. The evaluation concluded that we in 2020 would like to bend that curve,
which means that we would like to host less public events in the future and work more
on packing events together instead of spreading them out and to work more focused on
developing new formats on how to give feedback and to share experiences and
reflections from artistic processes.
Another positive development are the collaborations with partners from Lund
university and other research facilities. IAC has been an active part of the
multidisciplinary research network Narrating Climate Futures for three years now. We
have hosted several small-scale meetings between artists and researchers trying to find
common ground in new collaborations, which will be interesting to follow in 2020. But
three new collaborations stand out. One is the Nordic network for sound based
residencies with Danish Composer’s Society (DK), Inkonst (SE), Rupert (LT), EMS (SE)
and Notam (NO) in which staff and competences have been exchanged. The network will
apply for funding to extend the network for another three years in 2020. Secondly, we
were invited to take part in the development of Wisdome, a future visualization center
based at Malmö Museer. And finally, we initiated a collaboration between the Malmö
Academy of Music/IAC and the new research facility in Brunnshög, Lund, ESS –
European Spallation Source. All of these collaborations will take even more concrete
form and will impact the activities at IAC throughout 2020 and outwards.
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2 | About
Inter Arts Center (IAC) is a platform for artistic research and experimentation. It is part
of the Faculty of Fine and Performing Arts at Lund University and works closely with the
three academies Malmö Art Academy, Malmö Academy of Music and Malmö Theatre
Academy.
IAC was established in 2010 and is located on the fourth floor of the old Mazetti
chocolate factory in central Malmö. It is a work and meeting place for researchers and
artists who use the advanced technical facilities for short and long-term projects. The
space includes sound, video and artist studios, and rooms for performances, concerts,
installations, screenings, talks and seminars.
With several open calls and collaborative residencies throughout the year, IAC aims to
create a strong interdisciplinary environment for development, production and
exchange. As a unique place for experimentation and multidisciplinarity, the IAC
particularly promotes the development of process, research and technology-based art.
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3 | Brief facts 2019
168

public events

69

projects/residencies by external artists and researchers

162

external artists and researchers

2807 Facebook followers
11

newsletters

27

breakfast gatherings
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4 | Artistic research fields: IAC as a dynamic environment for artistic development
and laboratory work
Over the 9 years IAC has existed it has built up expertise, experience, networks and
environments primarily in interdisciplinary artistic fields. In addition to these unique
competences are investigations of the relationship between art and technology. And
here the artistic work is always carried out at a high level with experimental and futureoriented perspectives in which art can influence, change and develop technology. The
following are fields that has taken form over many years of collaboration, exchange and
support. All fields aim to complement or strengthen the competences and facilities that
exists at the three Academies, and often forming fields that connect to all three artforms.
Sound as an artistic interdisciplinary field
IAC has built up a unique interdisciplinary competence through a constantly flowing
exchange between sound art, electronic music (from classical electroacoustic music to
the latest electronics), acoustic instruments and live electronics, performances for the
performing arts, video installations and performance art.
Immersive formats
Spatial sound
A central research area is the work with the Acousmonium, a flexible orchestra of
loudspeakers that serves as a laboratory for all art fields.
VR technology
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IAC has initiated several interdisciplinary VR seminars and workshops with participants
from both the gaming world, filmmakers, artistic research and both fine and performing
artists. And have also organized shorter VR introductions to students and artists.
Contemporary dramaturgy in the performing arts
A central field at the IAC which links theater and music institutions, and experiments
with the integration of new technologies.
Contemporary music & instrumental and vocal experimentation
For decades, working with acoustic instruments and voices mixed with electronic
sounds has been an important field in Malmö . This has been further developed at the
IAC, where interdisciplinarity has contributed significantly to the further development.
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5 | Collaborations with the academies of art, music and theatre
The three institutions of the Faculty of Fine and Performing Arts are not just the
founding partners of IAC, but also the closest and most important. IAC functions both as
a common meeting place for the academies, and as an extension where specific courses
or supervision can be realised. The type of collaboration differs from institution to
institution, but also from year to year. Below are some examples of how IAC has
supported and worked with the Faculty’s academies in 2019.
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Malmö Art Academy (KHM)
KHM’s doctoral programme continues to realise its seminars at IAC, but without much
interaction with the other doctoral students or the rest of the environment. One PhD
student, Pia Rönicke, has been included in the Narrating Climate Futures network
through IAC and will present her research in progress in the upcoming symposium
When Knowledge is not enough (May 2020/February 2021). IAC often takes on a more
vivid role in the doctoral programme in relation to the PhD defense and exhibition – as
venue, technical facility and production collaborator.
In terms of educational support facilities, courses and individual supervision have
always been available for students. But the interaction and demand has expanded in
2019 and as a result IAC has become an important support structure for a growing
number of students, especially those who work more in depth with sound and video.
They can book studio slots themselves, and some are supervised directly in the studios.
Several courses have been held at IAC for students at KHM during 2019. The longest has
been the 4K grading course running over two months with Margot Edström who works
both at KHM and IAC. She supervises students and introduces the VR equipment and
software on a regular basis and also held a weeklong VR workshop for a smaller group
of students. Staff at IAC also held a one-week Arduino workshop in collaboration with
Arduino founder David Cuartielles from Malmö University. External artists Julia Giertz
and Tim Bishop, both long-time collaborators at IAC, also held an ambisonic sound
course for a group of students over two weeks. IAC also housed student projects that
where more extensive and more installatory, for example Malte Møhr and Tringa Gashi
in the Black Room, and Sanna Blennow’s exam project from Critical Pedagogy Studies in
the Red Room.
Malmö Academy of Music (MHM)
The collaboration with MHM has developed over time with several well planned and
motivated collaborations on various levels, from post-doc and doctoral research to
educational workshops and seminars.
Starting with the doctoral programme of music and music education, two out of the
three active doctoral students in music have used IAC as their main work place and have
tested and developed several of the central pieces in the research here (Halla Steinunn
Stefánsdóttir & Nguyễn Thanh Thủy). The doctoral students of music education are not
that active at IAC, but some seminars and most PhD defenses are held at IAC. The
Professor Eva Saether and Senior Lecturer Anna Houmann are active and use most of
IAC to realise their creativities workshops for the music education students for one
week approx. twice a year. In addition to this there were other seminars, meetings and
one large conference within the field of music education. After 4-5 years Ylva Hofvander
Trulsson left her research room at IAC, as she finished her postdoc project ARTIS.
In extension of the symposium and festival collaboration called Interference, between
IAC and the artistic research in music (initiated by Stefan Östersjö), a new but similar
format and focus was developed by the new professor of artistic research, Mike
Edgerton. The new format is called Inter Feral Arts and was realized for the first time in
September and will be held 4-5 times a year in the future.
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When it comes to education, the composer students are always the most active at IAC.
Several courses are held here, the students work individually in our sound studios and
every April sound diffusion courses and concerts are realised with and in the 32 speaker
accousmonium in the Red Room. In addition to this several alumni student come back to
both work and teach at IAC and MHM. This year three educational programmes came
together for the first time to do a collaboration at IAC: jazz, composition and production.
We also hosted the composer students’ own festival, Connect, again as many before that.
IAC also housed a jazzfestival for the first time, organized by MHM with many student
concerts.
Malmö Academy of Theatre (THM)
The collaboration with THM is probably the one who has developed and changed the
most over the past years. THM is now taking more advantage of the neighbour location
of IAC than earlier, using spaces more spontaneously when possible and exchanging
equipment and supervision on a regular basis. Several short or week-long courses are
also held at IAC, like Goran Kapetanovic’s film course, where also a lot of equipment is in
use, or the Radio drama course with Jörgen Dahlqvist (THM) and Kent Olofsson (IAC).
The doctoral programme at THM has been rather small for some time, and it has not
used IAC in a particularly strategic way. It was rather individual doctoral students like
Petra Fransson and John Hanse, who used the facilities to develop and test new work. It
has been mostly meetings and smaller workshops and seminars. With the upcoming
expansion with three new doctoral students and a new professor in 2020, we expect
much more activity and collaboration, which is already in motion.
THM hosted a large conference for the Norteas network of Nordic and Baltic academies
at IAC in February, and also collaborated with IAC on an artistic residency with Steinunn
Knútsdóttir in the spring, who started as a doctoral student in January 2020. Another
collaboration was around Tale Næss, a doctoral student from Khio in Norway, who had a
residency focused on the development of her final and main artistic output for her PhD
defense in fall 2019. She also attended the audio paper symposium in late 2018. IAC also
continued to introduce, supervise and support students in the use and understanding of
VR technology. TTP student Johanna Wagner attended our annual VR
seminar/workshop and developed and showed her exam project at IAC. In addition, IAC
and The Theatre Academy collaborated on the 8th Transistor festival, a smaller or more
research focused edition in comparison to the earlier festivals.
Collaborations across academy disciplines
The Theatre and Music Academies have historically collaborated on both postdoc
projects connected to IAC and their doctoral programmes. In 2019, the main focus was
on the research seminar/festival format, Interference, curated and organised by Stefan
Östersjö (MHM) in close collaboration with IAC and with the inclusion of several artists
in residency.
Another interesting but more isolated example of collaboration was the artistic project
‘The Cartographer’ by doctoral student Halla Steinunn Stefánsdóttir and Liv Kaastrup
Vesterskov. And last but not least, IAC housed a two-week interdisciplinary cultural
educational course, which is part of the national initiative Kulturskoleklivet.
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6 | Residencies 2019
Make Sound – Residency for new sound based art (5 x)
IAC and the Danish Composers’ Society offer a residency programme at IAC for Danish
composers and sound based artists who work with experimental music and/or sound based
art with two deadlines a year.
Rune Søchting, Of mist and clouds: 1 March–11 April >>>
Greta Eacott, The Politics of Rhythm: 11 March–25 March >>>
Mads Bech Paluszewski-Hau, Skin: 30 April–18 May >>>
Kirstine Lindemann, Yiran Zhao, Other Ear: 11-22 August, 1-12 October >>>
Jaleh Negari, Felia Gram-Hanssen, Fungal network / rhizomatic network:
21 October–24 November >>>
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Open Call (31 x)
Approved projects within the Open Call – with four application dates in 2019 – varied from
one-day performances to long-term projects. IAC offers facilities, equipment and technical
as well as curatorial support to all approved applicants with the possibility to become part
of a unique interdisciplinary environment and network of artists, researchers, musicians,
producers, composers, directors, actors, writers and curators.
Zwoisy Mears-Clarke, Dark Emotions: –8 January
Anne Elisabeth Eckersberg, Broom as ice-skater: –31 January
Francis Patrick Brady, John McKenna, Leif JF Calloiscott: –9 March
Jonna Hägg, Constructed Weather (part2): –31 October
Cecilia Nordlund & Fullmånen Från Helvetet, Listen, Word, Sound, Rhythm – From
Hell: 3-5 February
Zoi Efstathiou, Egil Kalman, Athroa: 15-22 February
Johanna Malm, TEOTWAWKI: 4-14 March
Nicola Pianzola (Instabili Vaganti Experimental Theatre), In the Cities: 8-14 April, 1520 July
Malthe Møhr Johnsen, Blue Planet Sounds: 19-21 April
Miyuki Inoue, Humancicada: 15 May–30 June
Ellinor Ingvar-Henschen, FLORENCE: 18-20 May
Rani Nair, Memory Lab: 2-9 June
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Caitlin Dear, Tree Time: 5-10 June
Diana Chester, The Sonic Storyboard: 10-16 June
Simon Christensen, Robert Schaller, Chamber Cinema Set: 10 June–28 September
Christine Antaya, Matthew Rana, Critical Dialogs: 15 June–
Fabio Monni, Preda, July–August
Maria Naidu, Black Bird: 22 July–4 August
Kalle Brolin, Phantom Zone Projector: 19 August–28 September
Nicklas Lundberg, Mix-edit of MTS sound archive: 19 August–30 September
Martina Tomner, Ida Höög, Des/information: 23 August–28 September
Alberto Franceschini, Do I look fluid?: 19-29 September
Lisa Mårtensson, Lotta Fahlén, Manel Ruiz, I’m out of order until further notice:
1 November–1 December
Essi Kausalainen, Marja Ahti, Jenny Kalliokulju, Thousand Times Yes:
4-10 November
Ann Rosén & The Barrier Orchestra, Drawing Music: 4 November–8 December
Brewer & Blennow, and 365 days: 11 November–
Nils Ekman, Automatic Prophecies: 20 November–
Lou Mouw, Speculative Materialism: 30 November–
Erik Peters, Tvilling: 9-11 December
Lena Bergendahl, An Image of What You See: 1 December–
Read more
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Inkonst Residency (3 x)
Two residency programmes created together with Inkonst – an independent venue in
Malmö that features performing arts, music, talks and other art forms. Inkonst # 1 has a
multidisciplinary artistic focus that brings in professional artists who challenge the
performing and visual arts traditional framework to create new and different projects.
Inkonst # 2 covers the field of music and artists working in the borderland between art,
sound art and experimental club culture.
Total Leatherette (Inkonst #2): 25-31 March >>>
Valby Vokalgruppe (Inkonst #2): 20-27 November >>>
J&K (Janne Schäfer and Kristine Agergaard) (Inkonst #1): –31 December >>>

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Residency (3 x)
The main purpose of the IASPIS residency at IAC is to facilitate a creative dialogue between
visual artists in Sweden and international practitioners. At IAC the grant holders are given
an artist studio for three months and possibilities to share their work.
Ivo Vidal, Claudia Del Fierro: 11 January–31 March >>>
Els Woldhek, Georgi Manissiev: 1 May–30 June >>>
Elisabete Finger, Manuela Eichner: 1 December– >>>
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7 | Long-term collaborators (19 x)
IAC supports long-term collaborations that aim at artistic research over a longer period of
time. In 2019 we collaborated with the following artists:
Alessandro Perini / Fabio Monni / Jakob Riis / Julia Giertz / Alma Söderberg & Hendrik
Willekens / Eduardo Abrantes / Ann Rosén / Sten-Olof Hellström / Lisa Nyberg / Ana
Rebordão / Maria Norrman / Jonna Hägg / Helena Olsson / Hans Carlsson / Karolina
Erlingsson / Dinis Machado / Helena Fernandez-Cavada / Saga Gärde
Read more
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8 | Festivals, symposia, conferences (11 x)
In 2019 IAC hosted a variety of festivals, symposia and conferences in collaboration with
internal partners like the Sound Environment Center and three Academies as well as
external partners like Inkonst, Teatr Weimar, and many artists.
BLACK BOX SESSIONS – Visual art and Larp in VR
Johanna Koljonen, Nina Runa Essendrop, Maria Engberg, Makropol, Jonas Bentzer,
Francis Patrick Brady, Lundahl & Seitl, Susan Kozel, Johan Lundin and Brody Condon
Organised in collaboration with Wanås Konst & Participation Design (Johanna Koljonen
& Bjarke Pedersen)
21-22 January >>>
VOICE and the UNKNOWN – An international vocal performance research symposium
Organised by Elisabeth Belgrano, Felicia Konrad.
28-30 January >>>
CONNECT – Festival for contemporary music
Organised by the composer students at Malmö Academy of Music, IAC and students from
the Malmö Theatre Academy.
15-17 March >>>
TRANSISTOR 7 – Performing Arts Festival: Liv Kaastrup Vesterskov, Halla Steinunn
Stefánsdóttir, Rune Søchting
Organised by Malmö Theatre Academy and IAC.
4-11 April >>>
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SOUND SPACES 2019: No Roof III, Frictions, Labyrinths in Sound, Les Automates de
Descartes, Hertz, Dante Tanzi, Ars Nova Ensemble
Organised by Hertzbreakerz.
6 April–4 May >>>
INTONAL – Oswaldo Maciá, Tony Cokes & Acousmatic concerts
Organised by Inkonst and IAC.
24-28 April >>>
INTERFERENCE #8: Akio Suzuki, Hiromi Miyakita, Caitlin Dear, Miyuki Inoue, Halla
Steinunn Stefánsdóttir
Organised by the Malmö Academy of Music and IAC.
21-27 May >>>
OPEN HOUSE AT MALMÖ GALLERY NIGHT
Alberto Franceschini, Martina Tomner & Ida Höög, Critical Dialogs (Christine Antaya &
Matthew Rana), Kalle Brolin, Simon Christensen
Organised by Konstfrämjandet Skåne.
28 September >>>
INTER FERAL ARTS I: Voice: Michael Edward Edgerton, Angela Wingerath, Halla
Steinunn Stefánsdóttir, David Johnson, Nina Jeppsson, Indra Linderoth, Sven Kristersson,
Lise Kröner, Felicia Konrad
Organised by Malmö Academy of Music and IAC.
19-21 October >>>
TRANSISTOR 8 – Performing Arts Festival: Rune Søchting, J&K (Janne Schäfer & Kristine
Agergaard), Lukas Orwin, Michael Edgerton, John Hanse, Nina Jeppsson, Kent Olofsson,
Fredrik Haller, Jörgen Dahlqvist, Annika Nyman, Kirstine Lindemann, Gylleboverket
Organised by Teatr Weimar, Malmö Theatre Academy and IAC.
25-31 October >>>
NEGOTIATING NOISE: Positioning noise
Maria Albin, Delphine Bard, Gunnar Cerwén, Marcel Cobussen, Jacob Kreutzfeldt, Trond
Maag, Marie Højlund, Elinor Carmi, Sandra Lori Pedersen, Marie Thompson
Organised by Sound Environment Centre and University of Notthingham.
19 November >>>
INTER FERAL ARTS II: Soundspace: Pavlos Antoniadis, Ann Rosén, Sten-Olof Hellström,
Zoe Efstathiou, Eva Sidén, Christian Rønn
Organised by Malmö Academy of Music and IAC.
16-17 December >>>
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9 | Institutional collaborations
In recent years, IAC has initiated exchanges with many different actors inside and
outside the university, which has led to both concrete cooperation and a broader
network and better visibility of IAC, among others collaboration with Wanås
Konst/Participation Design on VR and the Nordic network of sound based residencies.
These are just a selection of the most active and important partners in 2019. Our network
of partners in the fields of art, culture, research and education are much more extensive.

Founding Partners

Malmö Art Academy

Malmö Academy of Music

Malmö Theatre Academy
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Other partners
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10 | Facilities
The venue of approx. 1000 m2 in total, provides a variety of spaces for artistic work and
in-depth studies, as well as larger spaces for public events such as concerts, seminars,
lectures, screenings, exhibitions and theater performances.
IAC strives to provide the best technical resources for experimental work in the fields of
music, theater and art. This includes a wide variety of audio-visual equipment and
facilities such as microphones, PA systems, cameras, lights, video conference systems as
well as technical assistance.
Available spaces: Black Room, Red Room, Café/Research Platform, Seminar Room,
VR/Sound Lab, Research Room A, Artist Studio, Sound Studio A, Sound Studio B, Video
studio: Read more
Technical list: download
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11 | List of artists and researchers at IAC 2019
Patrik Patsy Lassbo / Annika Tosti / Milja Rossi / Olof Runsten / Ivo Vidal / Claudia Del Fierro
/ Elisabeth L. Belgrano / Felicia Konrad / Lisa Nyberg / Misha Penton / Julieanna Preston /
Björn Ross / Elisabeth Holmertz / Sabina Husberg Götlind / Matilda Årestad / Julia Giertz /
Julia Öjbrandt / Greta Eacott / Johanna Wagner / Cecilia Nordlund / Christina Svärdström /
Åsa Gjerstad / Lotta Wenglén / Helena Fa Jurén / Tale Næss / Zoi Efstathiou / Egil Kalman /
Kate NV & Sasha Kulak / Johanna Malm / Steinunn Knútsdóttir / REAKTION! Ensemble / Peter
Sheppard Skærved / Rune Søchting / Ying-Hsueh Chen / Down The Rabbit Hole / Jonas Olsson
/ Quatuor Impact / Malthe Møhr Johnsen / Total Leatherette / Ars Nova Ensemble (Agata
Tuchołka, Natalie Eriksson, Malena Rodrigues, Hillevi Hillerud, Francesco Del Nero, Jonatan
Sersam, Alessandro Perini) / Instabili Vigante (Nicola Pianzola, Anna Dora Dorno, Alberto
Novello Jestern) / Oswaldo Maciá / Nguyễn Thanh Thủy / Alex Reynolds / Lisa Stenberg /
Stefan Östersjö / Dante Tanzi / Giuseppe Pisano / Mads Kjeldgaard / Els Woldhek / Georgi
Manissiev / Caitlin Dear / Thomas Schmocker / Ellinor Ingvar-Henschen / Helena Röhr /
Jenny Grettve / Andrea Grettve / Mads Bech Paluszewski-Hau / Rani Nair / Malin Holgersson
/ Joanna Ekström / Celine Orman / Miyuki Inoue / Akio Suzuki / Hiromi Miyakita / Diana
Chester / Fabio Monni / Maria Naidu / Thomas Romlöv / Imre Zsibrik / Kirstine Lindemann
/ Yiran Zhao / Kalle Brolin / Eva Sidén / Christian Rønn / Freja Andersson / Bianca Maria
Barmen / Britta Olsson / Erik Peters / Martina Tomner / Ida Höög / Emily Willman / Ola
Rubin / Alberto Franceschini / Daniel Lercher / Ingrid Cogne / Nicklas Lundberg / Simon
Christensen / Jaleh Negari / Felia Gram-Hanssen / Stine Frandsen / Lea Vendelbo / Christine
Antaya / Matthew Rana / J&K (Janne Schäfer & Kristine Agergaard) / Lukas Orwin / Nina
Jeppsson / Gylleboverket / Essi Kausalainen / Marja Ahti / Jenny Kalliokulju / Ann Rosén /
Sten-Olof Hellström / Jakob Riis / Jørgen Teller / Valby Vokalgruppe (Lil Lacy, Sonja LaBianca,
Cæcilie Trier, Anja Jacobsen) / Brewer & Blennow (Elise Brewer, Sanna Blennow) / Lisa
Mårtensson / Lotta Fahlén / Manel Ruiz / Esmeralda Ahlqvist / Eira Fråjdh / Paria Hellas /
Nils Ekman / Lena Bergendahl / Elisabete Finger / Manuela Eichner / Pavlos Antoniadis / Lou
Mouw / Alma Söderberg / Hendrik Willekens / Maria Norrman / Jonna Hägg / Helena Olsson
/ Dinis Machado / Helena Fernandez-Cavada / Saga Gärde / Francis Patrick Brady / John
McKenna / Johanna Koljonen/ Nina Runa Essendrop / Maria Engberg / Jonas Bentzer /
Lundahl & Seitl / Susan Kozel / Johan Lundin / Brody Condon
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12 | Staff members 2019
Christian Skovbjerg Jensen, director
Darshika Karunahara, producer
Responsible for planning and coordination of IAC’s activities and facilities.
Margot Edström, manager of video/photo studios
Responsible for instruction and introduction to technical facilities such as
video/photo/VR, contact person with Malmö Art Academy.
Kent Olofsson, manager of studios
Responsible for the monitoring and development of IAC’s technical facilities in the
context of sound, contact person with Malmö Music Academy.
Sylvia Lysko, project coordinator
Responsible for communication and social media.
Magnus Pålsson, technician
Responsible for technical support of artistic projects, support and guidance for video,
light and audio devices.
Jonas Jönsson, technician
Responsible for technical support for artistic projects, support and guidance for video,
light and audio devices.
Johan Nordström, technician
Responsible for technical support for artistic projects.
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13 | Contact
Inter Arts Center, Bergsgatan 29, 214 22 Malmö, SWEDEN
E-mail: info@iac.lu.se
Phone: +46 (0) 40 32 57 57
Facebook >>>
Newsletter >>>
Lund university, Faculty of Fine and Performing Arts >>>
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